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Abstract

The quality of fuel assemblies supplied to our customers is defined by more than just their expected
functionality (performance) during reactor operation and beyond but also by their cost (price) and the timeliness
of their supply (including related services). This perspective implies a comprehensive view of the quality of
business, - the same focus that the IAEA Code, Basic Requirement 9, addresses regarding management self-
assessment. Siemens has adopted a comprehensive management philosophy in the Nuclear Fuels Business in the
early Nineties under the header of "TQM" that is similar to the one mentioned above. For this approach we
found valuable guidance in the Business Excellence model of the European Foundation for Quality Management
(EFQM) which is comparable to the self-assessment criteria listed by IAEA. In this contribution we are
presenting examples and experiences of how such system of self-assessment and continuous improvement was
implemented by senior management. Our experience of more than 6 years of TQM and 4 years of self-
assessment yielded an increasing alignment and focus of our organization and all its members on the continuous
improvement of our processes (business, management and support) - on the way to a learning organization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Quality is a word and a term with many facets. Probably everyone has his or her own picture of it,
even though the Definition of ISO Standard 8402 : 1994 seems clear:

"Totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs ".

Obviously, in a contractual environment of technical products and especially in a regulated
environment such as the nuclear safety field, many needs can be readily identified between customer
and supplier using standards and specifications. The second element of the definition, though,
referring to implied needs, can be regarded open to interpretation. What are these "implied needs"?

It appears that they refer largely to features beyond the technical characteristics; - implied needs
can be circumstantial aspects and services related to the purchase, supply, after-sale service (and
disposal/recycling) of the technical product and even inter-personal relations in daily interactions with
the customer. Usually there are no standards available for this. Here, the implied need can be very
customer-specific as well as product-specific, - and it can change over time.

This explains why customer satisfaction surveys are popular these days, - surveys that bring
out, how satisfied the customer is with the product and surrounding services and how much relative
weight he places on the various aspects of the product supplied. His answers reflect, how much his
stated and implied needs are met. Examples of critical topics can be taken from Customer Opinion
Surveys in the nuclear fuels business: On-time-delivery, reliability, quality of documentation, support
in problem situations, handling of complaints and suggestions, reachability of experts etc.

Therefore the whole business, - every member of the organization, is challenged to contribute to the
quality of supply and service surrounding the product.
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The IAEA as well expressed that there is more than just product quality to be taken into focus
(Fig. 1): The IAEA Safety Series, Code and Safety Guides Q1-Q14 (1996), "QA for Safety in Nuclear
Power Plants and other Nuclear Installations" [1] asks among others that "Management at all levels
shall regularly assess the processes for which it is responsible" (401) and "Managers should assess and
analyze performance. They should ...use performance indicators" (411) And it lists an exemplary set of
criteria applicable for performance of such management self-assessment: Leadership, Information and
Analysis, Strategic Planning, Human Resources, Process Management, Measuring Results, External
Focus.

Just like we have had standards and procedures to check the quality of products, these criteria
here provide a means to check the quality of an organization. While the criteria quoted above are close
to the business excellence model of the U.S. Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, here in
Europe the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) has similarly developed criteria
and a model aimed at supporting management in evaluating the effectiveness of performance in all
areas of their responsibility, - a model for management self-assessment. [2]

2. THE EFQM MODEL FOR BUSINESS EXCELLENCE

The EFQM Model for Business Excellence provides the structure to assess the quality of a
business organization by identifying,

• what the criteria are that matter in today's business world and
• what the measuring scale is, by which you evaluate the observations.

This process yields not only a number between 0 and 1000, as a measure for the quality of the
organization (and it tells you if you have improved or not), but - most importantly - self-assessment
produces insights in the strengths of an organization and its areas where improvements can be made.

Why self-assessment can be so effective is simple: People from the organization itself know
best what the reality is and therefore can better assess against the criteria and the measurement scale.
And: Because "self-realization is the first step to improvement" (German saying), i.e. if you recognize
the deficiency yourself, you will be better motivated to do something about it than if you are just told
to.

Code: 401 Management at all levels shall regularly 507 Examples of criteria
assess the processes for which it is responsible.

• Leadership

SGQ1: 411 Managers should assess and analyse • Information and analysis
performance. They should (use) performance . strategic planning
indicators.. ., ,

• Human resources development
and management

SG Q5: 501 The purpose of management self-assess- . Process management
ment should be to evaluate known performance
issues, identify contributing management aspects ' M e a s u n n 9 results
and make improvements. • External focus

503 Management at all levels ... perform these
self-assessments with an emphasis on the
allocation of human and financial resources to
achieve organizational goals and objectives.

FIG. 1. IAEA Basic Requirement 9: Management Self-Assessment [1]
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Actually, according to the model, there are two groups of criteria that tell the quality of an
organization: The enablers and the result criteria. And in such a self-assessment you look at the
organization from two perspectives (Fig. 2), each worth 500 Points:

• Five enabler criteria ask "how good are the management tools (processes) and their
application?" i.e. Leadership, Policy and Strategy, People Management and Management of
Resources and of Processes.

• Four result criteria ask for the organization's achievements and their significance, i.e. in
Customer Satisfaction, Employee Satisfaction, Impact on Society and Business Results.

Both groups of criteria are given equal weight, which expresses that the quality of an
organization is seen made up by the management tools and the results. At the same time it is
understood that improvements in the area of the enablers may take a while to show in terms of the
business results. Any improvements on behalf of the enablers, however, are recognized as an
important step towards an excellent organization and therefore reflected in the scoring.

The 9 criteria are defined by 32 sub-criteria which in turn are detailed by several
(recommended) "areas to address".

The measuring scale is of course different for enablers and results:
Enablers are judged for the degree of excellence of your approach (systematic? prevention-based?
regularly reviewed? integrated into daily operation? etc.) and its degree of application (applied in all
relevant areas and activities?).
Results are assessed in these terms: Are there positive trends over time? How do they compare with
external organizations and with own goals?, are the results caused by approach?, and how
representative are the results for the organization?.

How refined are
the Management Tools

(Processes)
and their Application?

How good are
the Results?

Improvement
Projects

Scores
(max. 500P.)

Strengths:

Areas of
Improvement:

Y
Progress?

Scores
(max. 500P.)

I Strengths:

Areas of
i Improvement

Improvement
of Measuring

FIG. 2. Self-Assessment according to the EFQM-Model
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3. THE PROCESS-ORIENTED MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

Application of such a model very quickly asks for a process-oriented structure on the part of the
organisation. Looking at our organization in more detail, we realized that a successful business
organization is not an agglomerate of departments but a well tuned grid of processes (Fig. 3): At the
core of it is the Business Process that generates a product (or service), based upon input from the
customer and aimed at meeting the customer's expectations (in our case: the supply, upgrading and
servicing of Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Assemblies). And if this goal is met, our organization can
claim success.

Leadership

1Dt

People orientation ; •

HOI —

Policy and strategy

80

Resources

90
Enablers

Processes

140

People
satisfaction

Customer
satisfaction

Impact on
society

Business
results

Manage-
ment
Processes

Examples: Self-Assessment, Customer Opinion Survey, Employee Opinion
Survey, Management of Resources, Management of Processes

Business
Process

Support
Processes

Supply, Upgrading and Servicing of Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Assemblies

Custo-
mer

\ Development of ^Acquisition and
} Plant Concepts ^

/ and Products / B i d Preparation

Custo-
mer

Core Processes

Examples: IT Services, Quality Management System, Personnel Management

FIG. 3. Integrating the Model for Business Excellence with our Process Model

This business process is supported by support processes that provide various resources and
services (i.e. information technology, QM system or Personnel Management).
Significant influence over the business process, however, comes from the so-called management
processes that are crucial for the functioning of the organization and ultimately its success (e.g.
Recognition, Business Planning, Qualification Planning, IT Strategies, Continuous Improvement of
Processes).

The Business process often includes special technologies and know-how which are the unique
reason for the organization to exist. The management processes, however, are non-specific to the
business and can therefore much more readily be available for analysis, learning and exchange by
many organizations.

In this context the EFQM Model serves as a filter for the analysis and improvement of the
management processes by which we control our precious Business Process. The second part of the
model then assesses the overall success of the organization as defined by its prime stakeholders:
Customers, employees, society and shareholders. (Customer Satisfaction, People Satisfaction, Impact
on Society and Business Results).

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SELF-ASSESSMENT

How do you get this philosophy into an organization?
In the early Nineties, the Siemens Nuclear Fuels Business had already undertaken a special Quality
Campaign in which many facets of a total quality concept were energetically addressed and
businesswide promoted: quality is more than just the quality of the product!
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Management Team
JD u a a a a

Project Manager

Crit.
1.2,8

LL.i i
3.7 • D ;

•

Management Team
• decides on priorities

• promotes Implementation

Crit.
5.6

Improvement Teams (IT)
• develop improvements

• provide consultation
• support Implementation

• measure progress
• perform self-assessments

FIG. 4. The Management Team and four Improvement Teams across the Organization drive Continuous
Improvement

New momentum, however, came from a TQM-Workshop with Senior Management of the
Siemens KWU Divisions in 1994, in which an inspiring example was presented of a company that
managed its turn-around, guided by the European Business Excellence Model. Our management
recognized its benefits and decided to use this model as a tool for improvement of our business in
periodic self-assessments.

Training sessions of various depth were carried out by licensed trainers for managers and
employees, using case study material of EFQM. A special project structure was developed to ensure
representation of all major organizational units and of all levels of responsibility in the business, while
distributing the actual self-assessment activity into teams that were focused on specific criteria of the
EFQM Model. This approach has since been refined, and is reflected in Fig. 4.: Four "Improvement
Teams" are working now, each one led by a member of the Senior Management Team (or two) who is
- with his team - "in charge" of certain criteria of the Model. Jointly with the Senior Management
Team the Improvement Teams drive the improvement process across the organization. They develop
improvement projects relevant for the whole organization, provide consultation in matters of their
criteria. They support implementation and measure progress. One of their prime activities, however, is
the annual self-assessment.

In short, the self-assessment process (Fig. 5) consists of a structured process in which defined
management processes and defined result categories are systematically and regularly analyzed and
assessed according to the EFQM measuring scale. Based on improvement areas recognized, projects
and actions are developed.

• BusinesSJPIanning

• Golden List

• Project definitions

Implementation
of projects/action

1 n E'

s : ::

Suggestion of
projects/action

Compilation of process
descriptions and results

Analysts of
improvement areas

T \
Analysis of processes

(description and deployment) 1 Process specific
data sheet

Analysis of results m

' Results data sheet

FIG. 5. Our Self-Assessment Process
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These proposals are usually entered into the Business Planning process along with other relevant
parameters to allow a comprehensive evaluation of priorities before decision and implementation. The
project definition sheets and the summarizing "Golden List" hereby serve as a basis for
communication and project controlling. This process is subject to periodic process reviews and has
been continuously improved over the last six assessments.

One important rule is that you can only assess what has been documented. Therefore it is
necessary - in preparation of the self-assessment - to have available the description of the process
(possibly in the structure of Plan-Do-Check-Act) and the evidence of data describing the results
(preferably with data reflecting trends, goals and external comparisons). To support this approach, we
have been using forms that facilitate such documentation, updating and scoring for the Enabler criteria
and the Results criteria of the EFQM Model.

5. OUR BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PROCESS

As mentioned above, self-assessment results are an important piece of input into Strategic
Business Planning which is a key element of our Business Excellence Process (Fig. 6). This is the
process by which we orient our whole organization toward running our business in the optimal way. It
is aimed at assuring business success according to the mission of the organization, and this graph
identifies the main steps, inputs and tools: It covers the whole business year and is repeated annually.
Strategic Planning brings all relevant elements of information together and evaluates them.

As shown on the left, self-assessment results constitute only one of several input elements,
however they are very significant, since all aspects of management processes are addressed. The
Strategic Planning step ultimately decides on priorities and balances the interests of the stakeholders.
The Business Field Meetings finally provide the stage for discussing and finalizing the strategy of the
business, clarifying the strategy drivers. And in the Policy Deployment step that we call Agreement of
Objectives, the strategy and goals of the business are broken down into goals and objectives for the
individual organizations through all levels of the hierarchy, down to the individual employee.
Ultimately, every member of the organization, manager and staffer alike, holds a compilation of goals
and objectives ("Kursbuch") for himself, his organization and all his superior organizational levels.
Larger business organizations monitor their status with respect to their strategic goals using a set of
financial and non-financial indicators that are based on their strategic drivers and that aim at providing
early warning signals. At other levels, the Status of Objectives is checked periodically, in order to
clarify needs for support or counteraction. Finally, Self-Assessment, Customer Opinion Survey and
Employee Opinion Survey stand for steps that yield data and information, based on which we try to
continually improve our business and the way we are running it.

Inputs from:
Customer opinion
survey

Strategic goals
definition
(Siemens/KWU)

Self-assessment

Employee opinion
survey

Benchmarking

Market Analysis

•etc.

Strategic Planning

Self-assessment
Customer Opinion Survey
Employee Opinion Survey

Business Field
Meeting

Business Scorecard
Strategy drivers

Status of Objectives
Policy Deployment

(Agreement of Objectives)

• Kursbuch
• Business Scorecard

• Kursbuch
(Managers and Employees)

FIG. 6. Our Business Excellence Process (simplified)
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6. CUSTOMER OPINION SURVEY; EMPLOYEE OPINION SURVEY

Let us briefly address the Customer Opinion Survey and the Employee Opinion Survey, both of
which are structured similarly and are supported by external consultants and have been refined from
year to year:

Our Customer Opinion Survey (Fig. 7) supplements our system of continuous customer project
feedback evaluation; it is taken in regular intervals in order to identify and understand better his
satisfaction with our products and services, his priorities and areas of improvement relative to
competitors. The survey is based on structured interviews by independent personnel, the responses of
which are discussed within our organization as well as with our customers. Action for improvement is.
derived in the units as well as at higher management levels and conclusions are entered into the
Strategic Planning step of our Business Excellence Process, as shown above.

Implementation of
measures

Information of customers,
Derivation of measures

Setting of target and
methodology

Analysis of results and
Carrying out of the survey

\ \
Contracting of the institute

Preparation of COS
(content, questionnaire,

execution)

information of employees
and customers

FIG. 7. Customer Opinion Survey (COS) as a Closed-loop Process

Our Employee Opinion Survey's essential steps (Fig. 8) include an anonymous questionnaire,
discussion of results between employees and managers, agreement on measures of improvement at the
local level, implementation of measures and a review of achieved success. All managers receive a
detailed report on the results of their unit which are then evaluated. Jointly agreed actions of
improvement are recorded with the goals of the local unit in the "Kursbuch", while more general
conclusions enter in the process of strategic planning and policy deployment. This year's EOS has for
the first time been carried out on an international level, including the U.S. part of the Siemens Nuclear
Fuel Activities.

7. RESULTS

What have we achieved through self-assessment using the EFQM Model?
In most general terms we can say that we have achieved an increase in corporate quality as evidenced
in the plot of assessment scores (Fig. 9). We will not claim any scientific precision for this record of
data, however, it gives an indication of an effort that can hardly be argued with:

On the Enabler side we own now a "state-of-the-art tool box of Management Processes" that
could help us master better the challenges in our everchanging business environment. I mentioned just
a few examples above (EOS, COS, Policy Deployment,...). Another example from our organization is
being described in detail in a separate paper (Mr. Osseforth/Mr. Engel, ANF GmbH, on improvement
work by employees in the fuel fabrication area). It is up to us to keep learning with these processes and
to develop them further.
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Periodic Review of status per ,,Kursbuch"

,,Kursbuch",
Policy

Deployment
Process

Implementation of
measures

/ /
Desivation of
improvement

measures
\ \

Discusion of results in
management team

Review of the
EOS process

Execution of the EOS

Information to all
employees

Reports provided to
managers

FIG. 8. Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) as a Closed-loop Process

Self-Assessement (SA)
Score

Jun
SA

94
1

Jun
SA

95
2

Jun
SA

96
3

Oct96
SA4

Oct97
SA5

Mar 99
SA6

FIG. 9. Self-Assessment Scores of the Siemens Nuclear Fuels Business (Europe)

Just a few examples on the Results side (Fig. 10): Customer satisfaction is evidenced by positive
data from the Customer Opinion Survey.

Employee satisfaction is showing positive trends of accepting the management style.
Critical indicators for business results - like on-time-delivery - are showing favourable trends.
And with respect to the bottom line of business results we can say that our Total Quality efforts gave
us valuable orientation after passing through restructuring.
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Customer Opinion Survey: competition
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0

Business Results:
• Frequency of late deliveries reduced

DActual HTarget
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Innovative Satisfaction Availability of Quality of Compliance
solutions of customer competent work with time

needs individuals targets

•B
>.
c

Political reasons of a
production shift from
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Ik
91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 98/99

FIG. 10. Some Results of Self-Assessment Work: Customer Satisfaction, People Satisfaction,
Business Results

8. OUTLOOK

In using the EFQM Model we have realized, that the recommendations for self-assessment in
the IAEA Standard are well suited to improve our business for the benefit of all our stakeholders:
Customers, Employees, Shareholders and Society.

Looking at the current development of international standards, we seem to be heading in the
right direction, since the new ISO 9000-series (draft: 2000) has already integrated relevant elements of
Business Excellence. Furthermore, the improved EFQM Excellence Model, issued 1999, even more
stresses customer orientation and partnerships. A culture of learning is identified as a basis for
Business Excellence and all activities must be oriented - through policy deployment - towards the
attempted business results.

These changes in the field of general standards and management concepts fit in with new
approaches of the IAEA Codes in the nuclear field For us in the nuclear industry, improvement of
Corporate Quality is important, - not only in order to make out in the face of competition with fossile
and other energy sources. Especially with the power market being deregulated in Europe and cost
pressures increasing further, attention on product quality must be maintained, but also enhanced by
well structured consideration of the Corporate Quality issues including safety, environment,
economics, risk management and society.

It was said: The quest for quality is like going for the end of the rainbow: We have to keep
trying, - the path is the goal.
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